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Abstract

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a heterogeneous network that usually consists of tens to
hundreds of nodes deployed in a geographical area for sensing, processing, and communication
ability. The sensor nodes collect the information and transmit to a central location (i.e. base
station). During the communication, secure routing is a major challenging task due to the WSN
are susceptible to a variety of attacks like a black hole, sinkhole, wormhole attack, flooding
attack, and so on. Therefore an effective attack detection technique is needed to discover the
malicious nodes and improve the secure routing in WSN. Stochastic Conditional Maximized
Softboost Clustering-based Goldwasser–Micali Certificateless Signcryption (SCMSC-GMCS)
technique is introduced to improve the security of routing by detecting and eliminating the black
hole attack in WSN. Initially, the entire network is partitioned into number of clusters along with
cluster head. The node with lesser energy is said to be a blackhole attacker node is removed and
select the remaining nodes for secure data transmission.After the establishment, the
Goldwasser–Micali Certificateless Signcryption technique is applied for secure data
transmission. Simulation is carried out with different parameters.

Keywords: WSN, secure routing, black hole attack detection, Stochastic Conditional Maximized
Softboost Clustering, Goldwasser–Micali Certificateless Signcryption
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1. Introduction
AWSN is a multi-hop self-organizing wireless network comprises a large number of sensor nodes
distributed in the monitoring area. The distributed sensor nodes are considerately used to gather and
process the data accessed in the network coverage area and transmit the data to the predetermined central
node named as the sink node. In recent years, WSN has been broadly employed in various applications
such as military, medical security, construction, and other different fields. The different attacks are
caused by malicious nodes in WSN and it affects the security of data transmission.

A Malicious Node Detection method based on Reputation with Enhanced Low Energy adaptive
clustering hierarchy (Enhanced LEACH) routing protocol (MNDREL) was introduced in [1] to find the
malicious nodes inside the network. The designed MNDREL algorithm increases the malicious node
detection rate but the different routing performance metrics were not estimated. A trustable and secure
routing scheme was designed in [2] for chosen the node and securing the data packets transmission. The
designed scheme yields better performance of increasing the throughput but the overhead of the secure
routing scheme was not minimized.

A modified cluster-head selection algorithm based on LEACH (LEACH-M) was developed in [3]
to increase the amount of data delivery. The designed algorithm failed to consider and provide a more
sensible and reliable cluster-head selection. A LEACH protocol was designed in [4] for detecting the
black hole attack. However, the designed protocol failed to apply the different topology and different
simulation parameters.

A novel trust model uses the Watermarking-LEACH scheme was designed in [5] for secure and
energy-efficient routing based on the trust. But it failed to apply any cryptographic model for enhancing
the security.

A Secure Key Management System was developed in [6] incorporated with the LEACH protocol.
But the trust aware secure key management system was not implemented to improve the data
transmission between two entities. A novel technique based on the clustering technique was designed in
[7] for identifying the jamming attacks. The designed technique increases the throughput and decreases
the routing overhead but the delay of data transmission was not minimized. Besides, the black hole attack
detection was not performed.
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A Secure Routing protocol was designed in [8] based on trust factor and energy efficiency. But
the cluster-based routing was not performed to minimize the delay and routing overhead. A new secure
neighbor detection algorithm was designed in [9] for detecting the wormhole attack. However, the
designed algorithm failed to implement the different communication ranges and dynamically changing
other distributions.

An energy-efficient cluster head selection technique was introduced in [10] for optimal route
selection from source to sink. But the technique failed to consider the trust-based clustering for secure
routing in WSN.

In order to solve the issues in the existing literature, a novel SCMSC-GMCS technique is
introduced in this paper. The major contribution of the proposed SCMSC-GMCS technique is
summarized as follows,


To improve the security level of data communication in WSN,

a novel SCMSC-GMCS

technique is introduced based on clustering, route discovery, and secure communication


To minimize the delay and routing overhead, the Stochastic Conditional Maximized Softboost
Clustering technique is applied. The total WSN is partitioned into different clusters. After
clustering, the node with high residual energy and trust is chosen as the cluster head and
establishing the route paths between the source and sink node.



A Goldwasser–Micali Certificateless Signcryption is applied in the SCMSC-GMCS technique to
perform secure data transmission from source to sink node via cluster head. The input data
packets are encrypted and send to the receiver along with the signature. If the signature is verified
at the receiver side and it is valid, then the decryption is said to be performed to obtain the
original text. This process increases the security of data delivery and reduces the packet loss
from source to sink node.
The work is systematized as section 1 gives the introduction. A section 2 provides the related

work about cluster-based secure routing in WSN. Section 3, discusses the proposed SCMSC-GMCS
technique along with a neat diagram. Performance evaluation and results of the proposal and conventional
methods are carried out and are discussed in Section 4. Lastly, the conclusion of the paper is presented in
Section 5.
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2. Related works
Trust-Aware Routing Framework was developed in [11] for secure routing and identifying the
shortest path between the source and the sink node. The designed framework increases the packet delivery
and minimizes the end to end delay but the higher throughput was not achieved. Detection and removal
of blackhole attack detection techniques were presented in [12] to increase the packet delivery ratio and
reduce the delay. But the efficient technique was not utilized for detecting the blackhole attack in WSN.

A Hidden Markov Model was designed in [13] to discover the malicious nodes through the
prevention of black hole attack. Though the model increases the packet delivery ratio and minimizes the
delay, the performance of throughput was not increased. A novel efficient, lightweight algorithm was
introduced in [14] for identifying the Sybil attack in WSN. The algorithm minimizes the computational
overhead but the analysis of the packet delivery ratio was not increased.

A light-weight secure mechanism was introduced in [15] for creating the route paths between
source and destination. However, an efficient encryption algorithm was not employed to enhance the
security level. A convolutional technique (CT) was designed in [16] for improving the security by
removing the attacks on WSNs. Though the technique increases the packet delivery ratio, the higher
network throughput was not achieved.

Energy optimized Secure Routing (EOSR) method was designed in [17] based on trust estimation
to identify and isolate malicious nodes. The designed method increases the network throughput but the
higher security level was not achieved. Two efficient cryptographic primitives were designed in [18] to
ensure data secrecy and integrity on the WSN.

3.

Proposal Methodology
AWSN is a multi-hop self-organizing wireless network comprises of many low-cost sensor nodes

and cooperatively performs the particular tasks with its neighbors. In contrast, if the node does not
cooperatively perform the data communication then it is considered as attacker node and often interrupts
the normal functionality of a WSN. In order to improve the security of WSNs, it is necessary to identify
the attacker node, which helps the network to safeguard. So, an effective security mechanism is essential.
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The work presented in this paper is concerned with clustering based certificateless signcyption to
improve the network lifetime and secure routing through trust and energy-efficiency. Besides, WSN
includes the sensor nodes which having the limited energy. Due to the inadequate energy, the operation of
routing efficiency in the network is highly difficult. Therefore the energy-efficient nodes are identified to
enhance the network lifetime as well as improve the secure routing in WSN. Based on motivation, an
efficient SCMSC-GMCS technique is introduced.

3.1 system model
This subsection describes the system model of the proposed SCMSC-GMCS technique. Let us
consider the WSN is arranged in a directed graphical model ‘

’ where ‘ ’ designates the vertices

deployed in a certain transmission range and ‘ ’ symbolizes

i.e. set of sensor nodes

the connections between the sensor nodes. The total network is partitioned into different clusters
based on residual energy

) and trust (

. The clusters with higher residual energy and

higher trust are selected for further processing. The node has the lesser energy and trust level is said to be
a blackhole node and it avoids the network. For each cluster, cluster head (
the data packets

is selected and transmits

’ to the sink node in the form of ciphertext. The architecture of the

SCMSC-GMCS technique is illustrated in figure 1.

Wireless sensor
network
Wireless sensor
network

Residual Energy
Ensemble
clustering

Trust
Partitions network into clusters

Select cluster head
Certifcateless
signcryption

Route discovery
Secure data transmission
Sink node
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Figure 1 flow process of the SCMSC-GMCS technique

Figure 1 depicts the flow process of the proposed SCMSC-GMCS technique to perform secure
data transmission by detecting the blackhole attacks in WSN. Initially, ‘n’ number of sensor
nodes

are deployed in the network. The proposed SCMSC-GMCS technique

comprises three major processes namely clustering, route discovery and secure data transmission. At first,
the clustering process is carried out to partition the entire network into the number of clusters using
ensemble boost technique based on the two factors such as residual energy and trust. The cluster having
the lesser energy and trust values are removed and select the other clusters. Followed by, the cluster head
is selected and establishes the route path from source to sink node for secure routing in WSN. Finally, the
source node sends the data using a certificateless signcryption technique to improve security. The
different processes of the proposed SCMSC-GMCS technique are explained in the following sections.

3.2 Stochastic conditional maximized soft boost clustering

The SCMSC-GMCS technique starts to partition the WSN into different clusters using stochastic
conditional maximized soft boost clustering. SoftBoosting is a machine learning ensemble procedure that
provides better results by combining the weak hypothesis. A weak hypothesis is a base clustering
technique that difficult to provide an accurate classification. In contrast, an ensemble technique is also a
clustering technique that provides accurate results.

Wireless sensor
network

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

W
Combination
of weak

hypothesis

Cluster

Figure 2 softboost ensemble clustering technique
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Figure 2 depicts the structure of the ensemble clustering technique. The ensemble technique
considers the training sets

where

indicates a sensor nodes and ‘

’ represents clustering

results. As shown in above figure 2, ensemble clustering technique initially constructs ‘j’ set of weak
learners

. The softboost technique uses a stochastic conditional maximized clustering

technique as a weak hypothesis for partitioning the network into clusters. Here the stochastic means that
the clustering process contains a random probability distribution that may be analyzed statistically. The
clustering process is carried out with the residual energy and trust value.

Energy is one of the noteworthy factors of the sensor node. The residual energy is measured
based on the amount of energy consumed by the sensor nodes is measured as follows,

(1)

From (1),
node (i.e. initial energy),

symbolizes residual energy of the sensor node,

signifies total energy of the

indicates an amount of energy consumed by the sensor node. The energy of

the node is measured in the unit of joule (J).

For each sensor node in the WSN, the trust value is calculated based on the history of that node.
It represents the number of data packets forwarded and received as well as dropped by the sensor node.
The black hole attack in WSN drops the more data packets during the communication between the nodes.
Therefore, the trust value is calculated as follows,

(2)

From (2),

indicates a trust value of the sensor node,

symbolizes a data packet dropped,

represents a data packet forwarded,

denotes a data packet received by the sensor node.

At first, ‘k’ number of clusters

and the cluster centroid

are

initialized randomly based on residual energy and trust. Expected conditional maximization clustering
technique consists of a two-step procedure. Initially, the expected probability of the clustering the sensor
node according to the cluster centroid is computed as follows,
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(3)

Where,

represents the expected probability,

belongs to the cluster centroid,

denotes a probability of sensor nodes

denotes a prior probability distribution,

denotes a

predictor prior probability. After that, the maximization step is applied to find the maximum probability
of the sensor node grouped into the particular cluster.

(4)

(5)

From (4) (5),

denotes maximizes the expected probability ‘

’.

’ denotes an

argument of the maximum function. Therefore, the maximum probability signifies that more similar
nodes are grouped into the particular cluster according to their energy and trust level. This procedure gets
repeated again until the entire the sensor nodes get grouped into the different clusters. The weak
hypothesis has some training error at the final clustering results. In order to attain the strong results, the
weak hypothesis is summed to obtain a strong one.

(6)

Where ‘

’ symbolizes the ensemble clustering results,

indicates a linear combination of

weak hypotheses. Followed by, the similar weights are allocated to each weak hypothesis.

(7)

Where

symbolizes the weight of a weak hypothesis. Then the generalization error is calculated

for each weak hypothesis based on the expected and observed error.

(8)
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From (8),

denotes a generalization error,

is the expected error,

denotes an

observed error. The proposed boosting ensemble clustering technique uses the totally corrective algorithm
which denotes that the property that all weak hypotheses weights are updated in each iteration to
minimize the error value.

(9)

Where

indicates an updated weight, then the softboost finds the weak hypothesis with

minimum generalization error. In this way, all the sensor nodes are grouped into clusters. After clustering,
the threshold is set to the energy and trust value. The cluster has lesser energy and trust is said to be a
black hole attack node and then it is removed. For each cluster, the cluster head is chosen among the
sensor nodes. The node having higher energy and trust is selected as a cluster head for data transmission.
The step by step process of clustering technique is described as follows,

\\ Algorithm 1: Stochastic conditional maximized soft boost clustering
Input: sensor nodes
Output: Blackhole attack detection
Begin
For each sensor node
Measure the residual energy ‘

’ and trust ‘ ’

End for
Initialize ‘k’ number of cluster and centroid
For each ‘

’

For each centroid ‘

’

Measure expected probability ‘

’

Find maximum probability ‘

’

Group the node into a particular cluster
End for
End for
Combine a set of weak hypothesis
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For each
Initialize the weight ‘ ’
Calculate the generalization error ‘

’

Adjust the weight
Find a weak hypothesis with minimum error
End for
’ and ( <

If the node has

then

The node is said to be an attack
Remove the clusters
else
The node is said to be normal
Select the clusters
End if
For each cluster ‘ ’
Select cluster head ‘

’

End for
End

Algorithm 1 describes the step by step process of stochastic conditional maximized softboost
clustering-based attack detection to improve the routing efficiency and minimize the packet drop.
Initially, the ensemble boosting technique constructs the number of weak hypotheses to cluster the sensor
nodes based on the trust and residual energy level. The weak hypothesis results are summed and initialize
the weights. After that, the generalization error is measured. Finally, the strong clustering results are
obtained with minimum generalization error. The node which has higher residual energy and higher trust
value than the threshold (

) is said to a normal. Otherwise, the node is said to be an attacker node.

Then the cluster with the lesser energy and trust than the threshold is removed and select the other clusters
for secure data transmission. Then the head is selected for each selected cluster.
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3.3. Route discovery

After selecting the cluster-head, now the elected cluster head finds all its neighbors for
establishing the route path from source to destination.

Where,

Where
head

(10)

denotes a route request message sent from the cluster head

to other cluster

. Once the cluster head receives the request message, then it sends a reply with a minimum

time interval.

(11)

Where

denotes a route reply message. The cluster head replies the message with minimum

time is selected as neighbors. Followed by, all the neighbors are selected and establish the route paths
from source to sink node.

3.4. Goldwasser–Micali certificateless signcryption

Then the SCMSC-GMCS technique performs secure data transmission from source to sink node
through the Goldwasser–Micali certificateless signcryption. The proposed signcryption is a public-key
cryptography technique that simultaneously performs both digital signature as well as encryption.
Sender node

Receiver node
Cipher text

Plain text

Signcryption

Unsigncryption

Plain text

Figure 3 Flow Diagram of Certificateless Signcryption
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Figure 3 illustrates the Goldwasser–Micali certificateless signcryption to improve the secure data
transmission from sender to receiver. Goldwasser–Micali certificateless signcryption comprises the three
processes such as key pair generation, signcryption, and unsigncryption. In this process, a key pair i.e.
private and public key are generated for each cluster head.

3.4.1 Key generation

The Goldwasser–Micali certificateless signcryption performs the key pair generation to perform
encryption and decryption of data packets.

Let us consider two dissimilar large prime numbers ‘ ’ and

‘ ’ in a random manner. The private key is generated as given below,

(12)

From (12),

denotes a private key,

denotes a natural number. Similarly, the entire private key

is generated for all the sensor nodes with distinct prime numbers. Followed by, the public key of the node
is generated as follows,

(13)

Where,

indicates a public key, ‘ ’ denotes a factorization of the large prime numbers

and . The public key of the sensor node is an ID. The public key is distributed and the private key is
kept secret.

3.4.2 Signcryption

After the key generation, the proposed cryptography technique performs encryption and signature
generation. Encryption is the process of transferring the original data i.e. plain text into unreadable form
i.e. ciphers text. The Goldwasser–Micali encryption is a probabilistic encryption method it means that
when encrypting similar data several times it provides the different ciphertexts and hence improving the
security of data packet transmission from source to sink node. This also helps to reduce packet loss and
increases successful data delivery.
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Let us consider the data packet

. The input data is encoded into a string of bits

). If the input data of the string ‘

(

1’ and cipher text is generated as given below,

(14)

Where ‘ ’ designates ciphertexts of the bit string
‘ ’, indicates the quadratic residue modulo
‘

,

, ‘ ’ is the random integer value taken from

be the natural number. If the input data of the string

0’ and ciphertext is generated as given below,

(15)

Followed by, the signature is generated. A valid digital signature is used to believe that the
message was generated by a recognized sender.
Let us consider the ‘n‘ be a positive integer and is converted into the string i.e. (0, 1), and then
consider the message bit

(0,1). Then the signature is generated with the private key is given below,

(16)

From (16),

signature generated by the sender node with the private key,

denotes a hash.

Then the ciphertext and signature are sent to the receiver.

3.4.3 Unsigncryption

Finally, the proposed technique performs the unsigncryption based on the signature verification
and decryption at the receiver end to obtain the plain text. The signature is verified with the public key of
the sender.

(17)
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Where,

indicates a signature at the receiver. Finally, check the generated signature is

is

verified with the signature generated by the sender node ‘ ’. When both the signature gets matched, it is
said to be valid and then the receiver decrypts the ciphertext. Otherwise, the signature is said to be
invalid. In this case, the receiver did not decrypt the ciphertext. These processes enhance the security of
the data packet transmission between the two nodes. For each ciphertext, the plain text (

are obtained

as given below,

(18)

Where the value

be a quadratic residue of

(i.e.

if the

= 0, otherwise set

= 1.

Then the receiver obtains the plain text. This helps to enhance the security of data transmission between
the sources to sink. The algorithmic process of secure data packet transmission is described as follows,

// Algorithm 2 Goldwasser–Micali certificateless signcryption
Input: Number of data packets
Output: Improve the security of data transmission
Begin
// key generation
For each cluster head ‘

’

Generate a pair of keys using

and

End for
// signcryption
For each data packet ‘ ’
Encode data into a bit string
If (

) then

Convert plain text into ciphertext using (13)
else
Obtain ciphertext using (14)
End if
Generate digital signature ‘ ’
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Send to other cluster head
End for
// Unsigncryption
If the signature is valid then
Decrypt the data using (17)
Obtain original data ‘ ’
End if
End

Algorithm 2 given above describes the processing step of Goldwasser–Micali certificateless
signcryption. At first, the key generation process is carried out for each cluster head in the established
route path. At the sender side, the input data packets are encrypted and send to the receiver along with the
signature. If the signature is verified at the receiver side and it is valid, then the decryption is said to be
performed using the receiver private key to obtain the original text. This process increases the security of
data delivery from source to sink node.

4.

Simulation settings
The simulation setup of the SCMSC-GMCS technique and existing methods are

MNDREL [1], trustable and secure routing scheme [2] are implemented in an NS2.34 simulator.
For conducting the simulation, 500 sensor nodes are deployed over a squared area of

00 m

* 1100 m) used for secure data transmission in WSN by detecting the blackhole attack. In the
simulation system, random waypoint is used as a mobility model to perform secure data
transmission. The DSR routing protocol is applied in the simulation scenario. The simulation
time is set as 300 seconds and the sensor nodes speed are varied from 0-20m/s.
Simulation parameter

Value

Simulator

NS2.34

Number of sensor nodes

50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350,400,500

Network area

1100m * 1100m

Simulation time

300s
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Mobility model

Random Way Point

Routing protocol

DSR

Sensor nodes speed

0-20m/s.

Data packets

25,50,75,100,125,150,175,200,225,250

Number of runs

10

Table 1 Simulation Parameters
Evaluation metrics

The performance analyses of the SCMSC-GMCS technique and existing methods MNDREL [1],
trustable and secure routing scheme [2] are discussed with the different metrics are listed below.


Security level

The security level is measured based on the data packet delivery ratio which is defined as
the ratio of data packets received at the sink to the total number of data packets sent. The higher
data packet delivery ratio, the technique achieves a higher security level. Therefore, the data
delivery ratio is measured as follows,

(19)

From (19),

represents the data packet delivery ratio is measured in terms of

percentage (%). Higher the packet delivery ratio, the technique achieves a higher security level.


Packet loss rate

The packet loss rate is defined as the ratio of data packets lost to the total number of data
packets sent from the source node. The packet loss rate is mathematically calculated as given
below,

(20)
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Where



symbolizes the packet loss rate which is measured in terms of percentage (%).

Throughput: It is defined as the amount of data packets successfully received at a
particular time. It is mathematically expressed as follows,

(21)

Throughput is measured in terms of bits per second (bps).


Delay: It is measured as the expected arrival time of the data packets and the actual arrival
time of the packet. The overall end to end delay is calculated as given below,

(22)

Where, ‘

’ represents the expected arrival time and ‘

’ symbolizes the actual

arrival time. The overall delay is measured in terms of milliseconds (ms).


Routing overhead: It is measured as an amount of time consumed by the algorithm to
route the data packets from the source to the sink. The routing overhead is measured as
follows,

(23)
From (23), ‘

designates a routing overhead measured in the unit of

milliseconds (ms).

Number of
data
packets
25
50
75
100
125
150
175

ISSN: 0303-6286

Data packet delivery ratio (%)
SCMSC-GMCS MNDREL
Trustable and secure
routing scheme
88
90
93
89
91
90
92

84
86
89
85
88
87
88

80
82
87
83
85
84
85
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200
225
250

91
92
90

86
88
87

84
86
85

Table 2 comparison of data packet delivery ratio

Table 2 given above illustrates the performance parameter of the security level in terms of packet
delivery ratio that provides the information about the performance of any routing technique successfully
delivered the data packets to the destination. The observed results show that the SCMSC-GMCS
technique achieves a higher security level of achieving the higher packet delivery ratio. This is proved
through the statistical evaluation. Let us consider 25 data packets being sent from the source node to the
sink node. By applying the SCMSC-GMCS technique, 22 data packets are successfully received at the
destination and the packet delivery ratio is 88%. Whereas 21 and 20 data packets are received by applying
MNDREL [1], trustable and secure routing scheme [2] and the delivery ratio is 84% and 80%. Totally,
ten different results are observed for each method. The observed results of the proposed technique are
compared to the existing methods. The average comparison results show that the SCMSC-GMCS
technique increases the packet delivery ratio by 4% when compared to [1] and 8%when compared to [2].
The higher packet delivery ratio achieves a higher security level.
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Figure 4 Performance analysis of packet delivery ratio

The comparative analysis of packet delivery ratio of the networks is shown in figure 4,
in this graph, the

axis illustrates the number of data packets being sent from the source node in

the network and the

axis shows the number of packets successfully received at sink node in

terms of the percentage. According to the obtained results, the proposed SCMSC-GMCS
technique delivers more packets as compared to the traditional technique even when the network
contains the Blackhole attacker node and also improves the network performance. The SCMSCGMCS technique initially measures the energy and trust of the node for identifying the black
hole node. Then the other nodes are selected for transmitting the data packets to increase the
security level. Moreover, the Goldwasser–Micali certificateless signcryption process is carried
out to increase the security of data delivery from source to sink node. This is another reason to
improve the successful delivery ratio.
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Number of
data
packets
25
50
75
100
125
150
175
200
225
250

Packet loss rate (%)
SCMSC-GMCS
MNDREL
Trustable and
secure routing
scheme
12
10
7
11
9
10
8
9
8
10

16
14
11
15
12
13
12
14
12
13

20
18
13
17
15
16
15
16
14
15

Table 3 comparison of packet loss rate

Table 3 illustrates the simulation results of the packet loss rate of three different techniques. The
observed results indicate that the SCMSC-GMCS reduces the packet loss than the other two existing
methods. With the application of 25 data packets being sent from the source node, 3 data packets are lost
and the percentage is 12%. By applying the MNDREL [1] trustable and secure routing scheme [2], 4 and
5 data packets are lost and percentages are 16% and 20%. Totally ten results are observed for each
method with different counts of input data packets. The average comparative results indicate the packet
loss rate is significantly reduced by 29% and 41% when compared to existing methods.
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Figure 5 Performance analysis of packet loss rate

Figure 5 depicts the simulation results of the packet loss rate versus the number of data packets. The
graphical plot shows that the blue color line indicates the packet loss rate of proposed SCMSC-GMCS
whereas red and green color shows the packet loss rate of existing MNDREL [1] trustable and secure
routing scheme [2]. Among the three techniques, the proposed SCMSC-GMCS achieves improved
performance than the other two existing methods. This improvement is achieved using Goldwasser–
Micali cryptographic technique. In order to reduce the unwanted access or drop the packets, the source
node sends data packets to the sink node in the form of ciphertexts and hence increasing the security of
data packet transmission. This also helps to decrease packet loss and enhances successful data delivery.

Size of data
packet (KB)
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80

ISSN: 0303-6286

Throughput(bps)
SCMSC-GMCS MNDREL
Trustable and secure
routing scheme
172
145
135
288
245
225
442
395
350
543
480
440
625
570
530
732
680
650
840
780
745
950
890
850
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90
100

1030
1240

960
1120

920
1010

Table 4 comparison of throughput

Figure 6 Performance analysis of throughput

Table 4 and figure 6 demonstrates the comparative analysis of the packet delivery ratio of
the networks. In this chart, the horizontal axis denotes the size of data packets in the network and the
vertical axis demonstrates the amount of packets successfully delivered in terms of the bits per second.
According to the obtained results, the proposed SCMSC-GMCS delivers more number of packets as
compared to the conventional technique when the network includes the Blackhole attacker node. Let us
consider

size of data packets being sent from the source node. By applying the SCMSC-GMCS,

bits of the data packets are transmitted in the sink node. With the application of the other two
methods, the

bits and

bits of data packets being successfully received at the sink node. The

various results of throughput are achieved for different methods. The observed results indicate that the
SCMSC-GMCS increases the performance of throughput by

and

when compared to existing

methods MNDREL [1], trustable and secure routing scheme [2]. This increment is achieved by
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minimizing the packet loss due to the black hole attack. After removing the attacker node, the route paths
are established from source to sink node, and hence the successful data delivery is performed.

Number of
data packets
25
50
75
100
125
150
175
200
225
250

SCMSCGMCS
10
11
14
15
17
21
23
25
26
28

Delay (ms)
MNDREL Trustable and secure
routing scheme
12
13
15
17
20
23
25
27
28
30

14
15
17
20
22
25
27
29
30
32

Table 5 comparison of delay

Figure 7 Performance analysis of delay

Table 5 and figure 7 describes the simulation analysis of the delay during the number of
data packets transmitted. For the different counts of the data packets being sent from the source node, the
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delay of SCMSC-GMCS is minimal than the other two existing methods. Therefore the proposed solution
is an efficient technique and produces a lesser amount of delay. The main reason for this achievement is
the SCMSC-GMCS firstly finds the energy-efficient and trust aware sensor nodes which help to quickly
receive the data packets. Secondly, the cluster-based routing process reduces the delay in data delivery.
The cluster head is chosen as a neighbor for transmitting the data packets with lesser time consumption.

Table 6 comparison of Routing overhead

Number of
data
packets
25
50
75
100
125
150
175
200
225
250

ISSN: 0303-6286

SCMSC-GMCS
20
23
25
31
34
38
40
42
45
48

Routing overhead (ms)
MNDREL
Trustable and secure
routing scheme
23
25
27
33
36
41
42
44
47
50

25
28
29
35
39
44
46
47
50
53
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Figure 8 Performance analysis of routing overhead

Table 6 and figure 8 demonstrates the simulation of routing overhead over different numbers of data
packets considered in the range from 25 to 250 for 10 different runs conducted over a wide area of the
network. As shown in figure 8, the routing overhead is increased while increasing the number of data
packets being sent from the source node. The simulations are conducted for 25 data packets being sent,
the routing overhead is observed using the proposed SCMSC-GMCS is

whereas by applying

MNDREL [1] trustable and secure routing scheme [2], the routing overhead is observed as

and

respectively. Similarly, ten various results are performed for each method. Among three different
routing methods, the proposed SCMSC-GMCS technique comparatively minimizes the routing overhead
by 6% when compared to [1] and 13% when compared to a trustable and secure routing scheme [2]. The
stochastic conditional maximized soft boost clustering technique partitions the network into a number of
clusters. Followed by, the cluster head is chosen for reducing the time consumption of data packet
transmission. Besides, the energy-efficient nodes increase the data packets transmission with lesser
overhead.
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5. Conclusion

To increase the effect of black hole attack detection, a novel SCMSC-GMCS technique is
introduced for effectively-identified the attack based on the trust and energy value. The stochastic
conditional maximized softboost clustering is performed to divide the whole network into the number of
clusters depends on the residual energy and trust. Based on the clustering results, the black hole attacks
are correctly detected. Then the cluster head is selected for each group. Followed by, route paths are
created between the sources to sink through the cluster head based on the route requests messages. After
the route establishment, the Goldwasser–Micali Certificateless Signcryption is performed for secure data
transmission between the sources to the sink node. A comprehensive assessment is conducted for each
method with different metrics. The performance results indicate that the proposed SCMSC-GMCS
technique achieved better performance in terms of higher packet delivery ratio, throughput and minimizes
the packet loss, routing overhead and end to end delay than the other existing methods
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